THE GALET SQUARE MOTORSPORT EDITION

For the first time, Laurent Ferrier has partnered with one of its exclusive retailers, Fourtane
Jewelers in Carmel, California to offer the Galet Square Motorsports Edition, a special creation
limited to five timepieces that was inspired in honor of the sophisticated design shared by fine
watches and classic automobiles.
Inspired by the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance, which is not a contest of speed, but of
elegance, the Galet Square Motorsoprt Edition embodies the criteria of this Concours: historical
accuracy, technical merit and aesthetic style.
Laurent Ferrier’s intent for this model was to further evolve his original concept, the Galet, into a
cushion-shaped “square” that was both handsome and sophisticated, with a slightly sportier edge
than his pioneering classic. The flowing lines that are expected of Mr. Ferrier’s designs have been
maintained, yet the Galet Square measures 41 x 41 mm, asserting a more bold presence on the
wrist.
Particular attention was devoted to respecting the proportions between the volume of the case and
that of the movement. The result is a design in which every detail is honed to perfection and the
lines of the design are writing a new chapter in the history of the Laurent Ferrier workshops.

The Dial, Strap, Case and Movement
The blue dial features eleven white gold hour markers and a vertical satin-brushed finish that is a
favorite with Laurent Ferrier and creates a velvety sheen that is particularly pleasing to the eye. For
this special edition, the design of the small seconds has been inspired by old chronometers with
the mythic “rosso corsa” color for the Breguet style Arabic numerals.
For the strap, Mr. Ferrier proposes two choices: a dark blue alligator leather with “rosso corsa”
Alcantara lining and red stitching or a full Alcantara strap in gray with “rosso corsa” lining and red
stitching, both offered in tribute to the sophistication of the interior of automobiles, where elegance
and exclusivity is reflected in the smallest details.
Furthering the allure, this special edition is offered exclusively in a stainless steel case, a first for
Laurent Ferrier timepieces.
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The movement is Laurent Ferrier’s esteemed self-winding FBN 229.01 calibre with unidirectional
pawl-fitted micro-rotor and a three day power reserve. This is the third in-house movement
developed, assembled and adjusted in the Laurent Ferrier workshops. It is equipped with a silicon
escapement featuring double direct impulse on the balance. This innovation conceived by Mr.
Ferrier enables the balance to be impelled twice per oscillation, a principle that required two
escape wheels, and an appropriately shaped lever. This modern construction, combined with the
use of cutting-edge materials, maximizes energy efficiency, thereby guaranteeing a high amplitude
of the balance and reducing the amount of mechanical force required to wind the mainspring, this
optimizing winding.
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CALIBRE FBN229.01
MICRO-ROTOR WITH DOUBLE DIRECT-IMPULSE ESCAPEMENT FITTED DIRECTLY ON THE BALANCE
OR ECHAPPEMENT NATUREL ACCORDING TO A-L. BREGUET

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Movement: FBN Calibre 229.01, automatic winding with pawl-fitted micro-rotor, 72-hour
power reserve
− micro-rotor winding system fixed between the main plate and the micro-rotor bridge
− silicon escapement with double direct impulse on the balance
− a silent block shock protection system for the micro-rotor
• Indications: hours, minutes, small seconds at 6 o’clock
• Movement diameter: 14’’’ = 31.60 mm
• Movement thickness: 4.35 mm
• Number of parts: 186
• Number of jewels: 35
• Frequency: 21,600 vph (3Hz)
• Case: stainless steel
• Water resistance: to 30 m
• Case diameter: 41x41mm (45.35mm across)
• Case thickness: 11.10 mm
• Dial:
− blue-toned, vertical satin-brushed finish with 11 drop-shaped hour-markers in 18K/750
white gold with a an inspired design of the small seconds at 6 o’clock by chronometer
• Hands: in 18K/750 white gold, “Assegai-shaped” for the hours and minutes, rosso corsa
colored baton-shaped for the seconds
• Strap: dark blue alligator leather with Alcantara with “rosso corsa” lining or grey Alcantara
with red lining, hand sewn
• Buckle/clasp: pin buckle in stainless steel with a rosso corsa colored LF logo engraving.
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